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New ways to approach
traditional topics via ICT
by Adrian Oldknow
This article, based on the presentation at the MEI
conference in Reading, July 2005, considers ways in which
ICT tools such as graphical calculators, data-loggers,
dynamic geometry software (Sketchpad and/or Cabri), 3D
software (Autograph 3 and/or Cabri 3D) and integrated
mathematical software (TI InterActive!) can be used to help
approach topics such as graphing, differentiation,
differential equations, matrices, complex numbers, etc. It
draws on ideas generated during the writing of the now
defunct Nuffield Advanced Mathematics books, which have
now been developed into the new ‘The Interactive Companion
to Advanced Mathematics’ (ICTAM) CD for Pearson/
Longman.

Introduction
Let’s start with a couple of cheesy quotations:
“There are three kinds of people: those who are confident
working with numbers, and those who are not.” (anon)

11. Differential equation plotting with TI-89/Voyage 200
and with TI InterActive! (including programs using the
4th order Runge-Kutta RK4 method).
The hardware used during the MEI presentation consisted
of:
• a tablet laptop PC with a touch sensitive screen on which
you can ‘write’ with a stylus – the Windows XP Tablet
Edition software includes character recognition;
• a portable data projector with PC and video inputs;
• a ‘gyro mouse’ wireless mouse and keyboard;
• a document camera which displays either via the video
input of the projector or which can be connected to the
PC via a USB video adapter;
• data-loggers: a TI CBR motion detector and a Vernier
USB temperature probe;
• a TI-84 Plus graphical calculator.

1. My web site: www.adrianoldknow.org.uk

and
“There are three kinds of teachers using ICT: adopters, adapters
and creators.” (Becta)
In this article I hope to offer something to please, no matter
which of the Becta categories you place yourself in.

The content of this article has been drawn from the
following sources:
1. My own web site: www.adrianoldknow.org.uk : from
where to find resources and links.
2. ICTAM: examples of the Pearson materials published in
November 2005.
3. CBR with TI InterActive! (TII!) and Graphical
Calculators (GC) for distance–time graphs.

A couple of years ago I decided that I needed my own web
site so that I could post materials, such as the text of my MEI
talk, for interested people to download – thus freeing myself
from the need to have to prepare handouts and give-aways
for my talks in advance! So if you have downloaded the text
of this article and/or any of the accompanying files then do
please let me have feedback so I can try to keep the site as
useful as possible.

2. ICTAM: Interactive Companion to
Advanced Mathematics
This is a new development from Pearson/Longman in
publishing materials to support the learning and teaching of
AS and A level mathematics: http://www.longman.co.uk/
ictam/

4. The Nuffield A-level Project: curriculum materials
designed c1989 using TI-81 and Excel.
5. TI SmartView (or TII! or GC): examples of use for
complex numbers and for matrices.
6. Sketchpad (or Cabri): loading pictures (e.g. form Richard
Phillips), fitting functions and modelling; also the Tool
for Interactive Mathematics: TIM (on the ICTAM disk).
7. Modelling with video clips, e.g. SKOOOL (Intel/MA),
VidShell and Vernier Logger Pro 3.
8. Sketchpad (or Cabri) to set up visual models of matrices
(e.g. contraction mapping, eigenvectors) and complex
numbers (e.g. Mandelbrot).
9. TI InterActive! used similarly.
10. Cabri 3D for models in space, e.g. plane bisector, plane
of symmetry of cube.
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The idea is that both students and teachers already have a
syllabus, textbook(s) and past papers – as well as access to a
computer. The ICTAM CD is a companion which provides
a wide range of files to support the understanding of
concepts and the exploration of ideas – as well as the
inclusion of motivating contexts. The files include materials
for MS Excel, Cabri Geometry II Plus, The Geometer’s
Sketchpad, TI InterActive! as well as graphical calculators.
The screenshot above shows a Sketchpad model of a car’s rear
windscreen wiper blade. There are both student and teacher
versions of the CD.
There is also a powerful Java application called Toolkit for
Interactive Mathematics (TIM) included on the CD so that it
can be used in a completely free-standing mode. The
screenshot shows a slope investigation using TIM. Timelimited trial versions of the main software packages, such as
the Geometers Sketchpad and TI InterActive! are also included
on the CD. All the materials are accessed via a web-like
structure which includes links to video tutorials on using
the software as well as worked examples of examination
questions. The first ICTAM product, for AS Pure modules,
was published in November 2005. The intention of the
product is two-fold. Firstly, to provide the teacher with a
good range of ICT resources to support their own approach
to teaching – whatever their ‘Becta classification’! Secondly,
to provide students with access to a wide range of interesting
and stimulating materials, whether or not their teachers
actually make use of ICT in their classes.

dfes@prolog.uk.com (e-mail). One of the video case studies
shows groups of Y8 girls using CBR motion detectors with
laptops to record their own distance–time graphs and to write
up their account of what went on. The actual lesson is one of
those originally designed to be supported through the DfES’s
planned online CPD for KS3 subject teachers called ESTUICT
(Enhancing Subject Teaching Using ICT). These materials are
currently being updated and are now freely available later on
DfES’s ‘Practical Support Pack’ (PSP) web site:
www.teachernet.gov.uk/supportpack/subject.aspx?t=2&s=10.
To use a data-logger with a PC requires (a) a suitable probe
or sensor, (b) a suitable connection or interface and
(c) suitable software to capture and display the data as well
as to support analysis and modelling. The first example uses
a Texas Instruments ‘Calculator Based Ranger’ (TI CBR)
motion detector attached with its own USB cable to a PC
running the TI InterActive! software – which includes a
`Quick Data Tool’ for easy collection of data from the CBR.
A CBR can also be connected to a TI graphical calculator
(GC) and the data can also be transferred to other software,
such as MS Excel. Exactly the same kit and techniques apply
whether in Y7 for linear graphs, Y9 for quadratic and
periodic graphs or for A/AS pure or applied for projectiles,
damped SHM, etc. The screenshot shows a model being
fitted to a spring-mass experiment – involving ideas of
amplitude and frequency.

Another simple, low-cost approach to data-logging in
mathematics is provided by Vernier’s new Go!Temp USB
probe, Go!Motion USB motion detector and Logger Lite
software, e.g. for cooling curves as an introduction to
exponential functions.

4. The Nuffield A-level Project

3. Data-logging and Modelling,
e.g. CBR with TI InterActive!
At the BETT show in London in January 2005 the DfES
launched a number of subject ICT packs, each of which includes
a DVD of video case studies at KS3/4. The mathematics pack is
called: ‘Embedding ICT @ Secondary Key Stage 3 Mathematics’
and has the reference number DfES/0806/2004. You can obtain
it free from 0845 60 222 60 (tel) or 0845 60 333 60 (fax)
or
www.publications.teachernet.gov.uk
(online)
or

4

These curriculum materials were designed c1989 using
TI-81 and Excel. When the author team decided on the
content of the Nuffield Advanced Mathematics course, some
15 years ago, they took the decision that they would only
include complex numbers and matrices in the single subject
books if they could be assured that students would have
access to technology which would perform routine
calculations and operations on them. This allowed them to
concentrate on developing understanding and application,
rather than just on technique and manipulation. The TI-81
graphical calculator was the ‘new kid on the block’ at that
time, which had both complex numbers and matrices builtin, as has its successors such as the current TI-84.
Unfortunately Nuffield didn’t get off the ground and the
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Longman series of books was pulped. Some of us are lucky
enough to have retained sets, which would be ideal materials
now to support the new Y11 version of AS Further Maths.

5. TI SmartView (or TII! or GC)
These examples are of use for complex numbers and for
matrices.
The original TI-81 graphical calculator had no connections
to the outside world. As with all new electronic products, its
designers had worked using a software ‘emulator’ on a
computer to develop its software before ‘burning’ them into
a ROM chip. So teachers could obtain the software emulator
for the TI-81 (in MS-DOS) for whole-class displays and for
capturing simulated screenshots in documents. The wheel
has now come full-circle, and TI recently launched a fullscale PC emulation of their current TI-84 Plus graphical
calculator called TI SmartView. This is ideal for use with an
IWB as you can literally come up and ‘press the keys’! So it
is an excellent choice as an on-screen tool for manipulating,
e.g. complex numbers and matrices, as shown at the bottom
of the page.

6. Dynamic Geometry Software
(Sketchpad or Cabri) and Digital Images
Version 3 of The Geometers Sketchpad (GSP) and Cabri II
Plus both introduced the possibility to import a digital
image, and to superimpose on it the graph of a function
written in terms of a variable x. It is now very easy to
obtain digital images either using a digital camera, or by
scanning a photograph or by accessing a library on the
Internet or a CD. An excellent source of images for
mathematics teaching is Richard Phillips’ Problem Pictures:
http://www.problempictures.co.uk/. For Sketchpad you
need to copy the image to the Windows clipboard. For Cabri
you can right-click on the background and then load an
image file such one stored in ‘jpg’ format. The TIM toolkit
on Pearson’s ICTAM CD also allows you to fit models to
images. The Sketchpad and TIM screenshots shown use one
of Richard’s photos – of a fountain in central Birmingham.
A more interesting question might be “what is the boy
thinking?” – but here we know that the theoretical model for
a water-spout should be more or less a parabola – so we are
justified in seeking to fit a quadratic function. Here the axes
and scales have been arbitrarily fitted over the picture.
Ideally we would use a physical measurement from the
actual fountain. Two points A and B have been fitted by eye
to the spout in question to help find a good fit.
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7. Modelling from Video Clips: e.g. in
SKOOOL (Intel/MA), VidShell and Vernier
Logger Pro 3

Sketchpad you use the ‘New Parameter’ option from the
Graph menu. In Cabri you use ‘Numerical Edit’.

Sometimes we are more interested in the set of positions
taken by a moving object – and the CBR gives us one way of
capturing such data. Another is the use of digital video
recorder and the resulting film clip in one of the standard
formats, such as ‘avi’. The Mathematical Association has
worked with the Intel Corporation to design and develop the
BETT award winning MA/Intel ‘Mathematical Toolkit’ in
‘Flash’, ideal for use on an IWB, which can be downloaded
free from the London Grid for Learning (LGfL) at:
http://lgfl.skoool.co.uk/common.aspx?id=657.

With some coordinate axes displayed you can create a free
point A and measure its coordinates. Using the built-in
calculator from the Measure menu you can compute the xand y-coordinates of the image A′ of the object A. In
Sketchpad you highlight these in turn and use the ‘Plot as’
option from the Graph menu. In Cabri you use
‘Measurement Transfer’ to convert these to points on the xand y-axis from which you can construct A′ using
perpendicular lines.

The current version of the toolkit contains a library of six
video clips. The screenshot shows data points added by hand
as the film clip is single-stepped, frame by frame. When the
data set has been satisfactorily adjusted to be a good fit, then
once again we can search for a function giving a
mathematical model which is a good fit to the data. The
software can be downloaded for FREE by teachers and
students – and can also be accessed online.

Of course once you have set up a transformation from A to
A′ you can repeatedly apply the transformation in the form
of an iteration. The screenshots show how Sketchpad allows
files to be saved with multiple pages (like in Excel). The
example illustrated above is the affine transformation:
a′ = Ma + v where M is a given 2 × 2 matrix and v is a fixed
vector.

Another free tool, with a larger video library, is Doyle Davis’
VidShell software (for physics):
http://webphysics.nhctc.edu/vidshell/vidshell.html
A different approach is supported by Vernier’s excellent
Logger Pro 3 software. The software is designed to support
scientific experiments undertaken with a wide variety of
probes and sensors but also includes the facility to replay a
video clip of the experiment in sync with the readings from
the probes and the resulting graphs. There is again a large
library of pre-prepared videos and accompanying data sets –
so you can rerun experiments even if you do not have the
probes and/or camera yourself. There are also support
materials from manufacturers of Interactive WhiteBoards,
such as the SMART Notebook Version 9.5, which facilitate
data capture from video clips.

My scrappy handwriting could be captured and stored in a
number of ways, such as using software like Smart Notebook
supplied with an IWB, or using a document camera over
ordinary writing paper or using software such as MS Journal
on a tablet PC.

8. Sketchpad (or Cabri) to set up Visual Models
of Matrices and Complex Numbers
Dynamic geometry software is an ideal medium in which to
explore matrix transformations in the plane. You can enter
values for the four elements of a 2 × 2 matrix either by
measuring the lengths of four variable segments (known as
‘sliders’) or by entering them as editable numbers. In
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Thus page 4 of the Sketchpad notebook above illustrates the
‘Banach Fixed Point Theorem’ for a so-called ‘contraction
mapping’, i.e. that if the above conditions are met then the
iterated sequence of mappings of A converges to a fixed
point F which is independent of the starting point A.
Another good use of DGS is to explore eigenvalues and
eigenvectors. Here a unit circle has been created with a
variable point P on it (known as a ‘handle’). The coordinates
of P are measured and its image P′ computed and plotted.
The locus of P′ with P is then the transform of the circle –
which is an ellipse. In the case shown, the vectors OP and
OP′ nearly align. If they do align, then OP′ = k.OP for some
value of k. Then k is an eigenvalue and OP is a
corresponding eigenvector!

9. TI InterActive! for Matrices and Complex
Numbers
Not only does TII! combine the mathematical functions of a
graphical calculator within an environment similar to MS
Office, it can also perform symbolic mathematical operations
similar to those in Derive, Maple and Mathematica (all for
£20!). So here are some example screenshots from TII! of
approaches to handling, and visualizing, matrices and
complex numbers.

A similar approach can be taken to complex
transformations, such as the basis of the Mandelbrot set:
squaring and adding. The polar coordinates r,θ of a free
point Z are used to compute the square of the modulus and
double the argument. A fixed vector c is defined and used to
compute, and plot, the Cartesian coordinates of the image
point Z′. Again such a transformation can be repeatedly
applied to define a chain of points by iteration.

Here the values of the matrix m have been set up using
sliders, as has the polar angle th of a point P on the unit
circle. The unit circle and its image under m are plotted in
parametric coordinates, as well as the segments OP and OP′.
Instead of dragging P, we use the slider for th to move P
round the circle and to hunt for eigenvectors where OP and
OP′ coincide. We can also evaluate the characteristic
polynomial for m as a quadratic in x, plot its graph and
compute its zeros – to check we have indeed located the
eigenvalues.

In the Mandelbrot set the mapping is defined by an initial
point z0 and this is also taken as the value of c for the
iteration. The set of all points z0 for which the iterated chain
does not ‘go to infinity’ is the Mandelbrot set. The dynamic
geometry model allows easy exploration of the types of
behaviour of iterations within the Mandelbrot set. The
screenshot shows a value of z0 and 100 iterations tending to
a period 8 ‘limit cycle’.

Mathematics in School, September 2006

We can follow a similar approach to exploring the
Mandelbrot set. In the screenshot, sliders have been used to
define the polar coordinates of the initial complex number z0
used to ‘seed’ the iteration. TII! also includes a functional
programming language which is used here to build up a list
of the iterates of z0. They are plotted as statistical data using
an ‘xy-plot’ with the real parts in the x-list and the imaginary
parts in the y-list. Parametric plotting is used to plot the
cardioid and circle which play an important role in the
Mandelbrot set.
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10. Cabri 3D for Models in Space, e.g. Plane
Bisector, Plane of Symmetry of Cube
I hope by now I have established the case that we already
have access to a wide variety of mathematical richness
through the various hardware and software I have illustrated
so far. If not, then I hope this section will be the clincher!
In my opinion, the most significant new piece of software for
a long time is Cabri 3D and you can download a free trial
version from: http://www.chartwellyorke.com/cabri3d/
cabri3d.html. Supporting materials are on my web site at
http://www.adrianoldknow.org.uk – mainly on page 5.
A file created with Cabri 3D can be embedded as an object
into an ‘html’ file for a web-page, or into MS Word, Excel,
Powerpoint, etc. in the same way as you may have met with
MS Equation Editor. Such objects can be manipulated and
spun by anyone with the necessary Cabri extensions to XML
loaded and registered. These are automatically provided
when you install the free trial version of Cabri 3D, and
remain effective even when the trial software period has
expired. You can experiment with the tetrahedron net on
page 5 of my web site, and also download some of the sample
Powerpoint files.
The basic style of use is similar to Cabri Geometry II Plus and
Sketchpad, where you create objects at positions of your
choice and perform constructions and transformations using
them. All the time, though, Cabri 3D displays an accurate
perspective view of a region of space within which you can
zoom in and out to observe greater detail. Using the built-in
cube tool the screenshot shows a section of the cube by a
plane through two opposite vertices and the midpoints of
two intervening edges. The axes and ground plane are
provided by Cabri 3D, but can be hidden or removed.
What shape is the plane section shown?
Are its edges all the same length?
Are its diagonals the same length?
Is it a plane of symmetry?
What is a plane of symmetry?
Do the reflections of the vertices of the square base in this
plane match up with the other four vertices of the cube?
Where are the planes of symmetry?
How many are there?
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Since the MEI conference, there is now a monthly guide to
using Cabri 3D to be found on the Count On web site (the
successor to Maths Year 2000) www.counton.org/cabri/
index.htm . In order to get a feel for some of the things we
can do with Cabri 3D you need first to download and install
the current free trial version. This will enable you to load file
with ‘.cg3’ extensions, i.e. ones already created in Cabri 3D.
You will now be able to interact with these, to extend or
amend them and to create new ones. Use the pull-down
menus to choose the operation, e.g. ‘midpoint’ and then use
the mouse to identify the required objects, such as two
points or a segment. Use the right-mouse button when
selecting an object to change its appearance, e.g. colour, size,
thickness, etc. Use the right-mouse button away from any
object to spin the image in ‘space’ while keeping its correct
perspective view. Use the link under NEW on my home
page to download my introduction to Cabri 3D. An article
about Solid Geometry and Cabri 3D was published in
Mathematics in School, Vol. 34, No. 3, May 2005. Go to the
Chartwell-Yorke site to download an introduction by Kate
Mackrell:
http://www.chartwellyorke.com/cabri3d/introtocabri3d.htm

11. Differential Equation Plotting with
TI-89/Voyage 200 and with TII! (RK4)
The more sophisticated (and expensive) TI hand-helds (TI89, TI-92 and Voyage 200) are based on the same processor as
powered the original Apple Mac computer! Included in
their list of graphing modes is ‘DIFF EQUATIONS’ which
will plot numerical solutions to systems of first-order
differential equations, as well as slope fields and vector
fields. To show the power of this tool here are two simple,
familiar, differential models taken from ‘Mathematics of
Models’, Griffiths & Oldknow, Ellis Horwood pp.69–74. The
simple first-order ODE dx/dt = f(t,x) is Newton’s law of
cooling. x′ = –k (x – S) where x(t) is the temperature at time
t, k is a constant (the cooling rate) and S is the surrounding
temperature.
You need to set up the initial conditions and the parameters
for the problem, such as:
k = 0.4 , S = 1, x0 = 10, t0 = 0, tmax = 10, tstep = 0.25
(note: these are not realistic values for temperatures in F or
C! – but you can adjust them at will.)
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The following screenshots show how the solution is set up
and confirmed on a TI Voyage 200.
Here the options selected are (a) to use a Runge-Kutta
algorithm for the solution, (b) not to display the slope field,
(c) to draw the solution as a discrete set of squares, and
(d) finally to superimpose a plot of the theoretical solution

on it. In order to use the technique to solve a second-order
ODE you need first transform it into a pair of coupled firstorder ODEs by having t, x, x′=v and x″ =v′ as the variables.
Then one equation is for x′ and the other for v′ each in terms
of t, x and v.
Simple Harmonic Motion (SHM) provides a good test
example.
The second-order equation, x″ = – w2x converts to the
coupled pair: x′ = v, v′ = – w2x.
Again the Voyage 200 screenshots show how the solution
can be plotted both against the time axis, and as a phaseplane portrait of v against x, where t is now a parameter.
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Unfortunately there is not an equivalent mode in the TI
InterActive! software, but the programming facilities of TII!
permits the definition of the necessary RK algorithms.
There are four files with names like ‘Second order RK4.tii’
which do the same as above: two have the full listings of the
algorithms visible, and the other two have them hidden.
The call to the ‘RK4’ function causes the lists ‘tlist’ and
‘xlist’ to be created – and, for 2nd order ODE, also ‘vlist’.
So the solution curves are obtained by graphing scatterplots
of one or more lists against another. In the screenshot shown
here, the left-hand graphs are of ‘xlist’ and ‘vlist’ against
‘tlist’ whereas the right-hand graph is of ‘vlist’ against ‘xlist’.

Teaching Mathematics using ICT
Written by Adrian Oldknow and Ron Taylor, this book
comes with a free CD with many files for Sketchpad, Cabri,
Excel, TI InterActive! and TI graphing calculators as well as
trial versions of the software. Published by Continuum at
£19.99 – available at Amazon: http://www.amazon.co.uk/
exec/obidos/ASIN/0826470599/qid%3D1071942719/sr%3D
1-8/ref%3Dsr%5F1%5F0%5F8/202-3894649-8148649
TI InterActive!
This is distributed by Oxford Educational Supplies:
http://www.workx.co.uk/oes/oes.cgi
It costs £20 for a single copy, £155 for a school set and £235
for an unlimited licence.
It qualifies for e-Learning Credits:
http://www.curriculumonline.gov.uk/Subjects/Sc/Resource
.htm?oid=26156&taxonid=801&hid=4000011&navid=40
00213&b=1&vl=&SortPrice=3&page=&recreturned=
A trial version can be downloaded from the TI web site:
http://education.ti.com/uk/product/software/tiinteractive.html
TI SmartView – on-screen emulator for the TI-84 Plus
graphing calculator
This product is ideal for use on an Interactive WhiteBoard.
It qualifies for e-LCs:
http://www.curriculumonline.gov.uk/Subjects/Ma/resourc
e.htm?oid=26974&taxonid=1124&hid=3002154&navid
=3050597&b=1&vl=&j=1

I have also produced similar programs for the TI-83/84
graphical calculators.

Single copies can be purchased directly from Texas
Instruments UK for £62:

Another useful tool is the TII! material for plotting slope
fields on John Hanna’s web site:
http://www.johnhanna.us/graphingcalculator.html

http://education.ti.com/uk/product/software/tismartview.
html e-mail: ti-cares@ti.com

An interesting technique is to include experimental datalogging as well. You could use a temperature probe to collect
cooling data, and compare it with both the numerical and
analytic solutions of the differential model – and similarly
use the CBR under the spring-mass experiment for the SHM
model, as above.

Texas Instruments, Customer Service Centre.
Tel: 020 8230 3184, Fax: 020 8230 3132
CBR – Texas Instruments Calculator Based Ranger
motion detector
This can be used with either the TI-83/84 range of graphical
calculators or on a PC using TI InterActive! and the USB lead
supplied. It costs £75 from Oxford Educational Supplies:

12. Where to Buy? (Approx prices before VAT)
https://www.studentcalculators.co.uk/acatalog/Accessori
es.html

Interactive Companion to Advanced Mathematics
(ICTAM)
Written by Adrian Oldknow, Jean Flower and Linda Tetlow
this resource CD contains many files for Sketchpad, Cabri,
Excel, TI InterActive! and TI graphing calculators as well as
free graphing software called TIM (Tool for Interactive
Mathematics). It was published by Longman/Pearson in
November at £293.75 for the teacher version and £15.26 for
each student version – contact phone 0800 389 0783 –
http://www.longman.co.uk/ictam/
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Vernier’s Logger Pro 3 – software for science experiments
including video
This costs a remarkably cheap £153 for an unlimited site
licence including students’ homes – packs of 5 CDs cost a
further £11. The supplier is IDS: www.inds.co.uk, e-mail:
sales@inds.co.uk Instruments Direct, Unit 10, The
Courtyard, Stenson Road, Coalville, Leics LE67 4JP. They
also stock: Vernier Go!Temp – a stainless-steel temperature
probe for USB with ‘bundled’ Logger Lite software (£41) and
Go!Motion – their own motion detector, USB connector
and software (£106).
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Maths software – Sketchpad, Cabri, Derive, Autograph,
Cabri 3D…

Richard
Phillips’
Problem
http://www.problempictures.co.uk/

These are all available through Chartwell-Yorke, 114 High
Street, Belmont Village, Bolton, Lancs BL7 8AL. Tel: 01204
811001, Fax 01204 811008, orders@chartwellyorke.com
www.chartwellyorke.com All qualify for e-Learning
Credits. Prices are:

There are two CDs: Problem Pictures, and Problem Pictures
Themes. They each cost £28 for a single user from:
http://www.badseypublications.co.uk/order.htm A site
licence for Problem Pictures is £84 and for ‘Themes’ is £56.
They all qualify for e-Learning Credits.

The Geometer’s Sketchpad: Single user £80, 10 user £175, 50
user £375, site £499, student £21.

Intel/MA Mathematical Toolkit – in Flash

Cabri Geometry II Plus: Single User £59, 10 user £175, 50 user
£350, site £420.

Pictures

Free download from the London Grid for Learning web site
at: http://lgfl.skoool.co.uk/index.aspx
Doyle Davis’ VidShell software

Derive 6.1: Single user £59, School/Sixth Form College
unlimited site (< 2000) £299, FE College site £1100.

Free download from:
vidshell/vidshell.html

http://webphysics.nhctc.edu/

Autograph 3: Single user £50, 50 user (on a single
geographical site) £250, school site £400 (including staff
home use), extended site (including home use by staff and
students) £600, FE college site (for college with >2000 on
roll across all subjects including part-timers) £1200, FE
college extended Site £1800.
Cabri 3D: Single user £50 (£40 for users of Cabri II), 10 user
£140 (£125), site £266 (£240).
Download a free trial version Cabri 3D from:
http://www.chartwellyorke.com/cabri3d/cabri3d.html
Supporting materials are on my web site at
http://www.adrianoldknow.org.uk – mainly on page 5.
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